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steadily from his writing as has its

scholarly influence on every bit of
informed writing since on the local
effects of the Great Depression.
In a style not very Zlcademic,

have a better chance of finding their
way_ home at rilght and, with addresses, the residents could register

to vote. Of course, the map also
would help this "college boy" begin

Roy's introductory paragraph condudes:
... From the sandy waste of
an abandoned shipyard site, almost '
in the shadow of the multi-story

his census and write his thesis.
Using a conversational style that
was a "combination of aggressiveness and seeming indifference," Roy
interviewed 650 residents. He devel-

brick-and-steel

=

indis·

oped what today is caUed a "demc;

conglomerate of grotesque dweU·
ings, a Christmas-mix assortment of
American junk tturt stuck together in
congested disarray like sea-soaked

sanitaria

of

for all-American oblivion.··
Mr. Hoovervllie was ' "jobless,
propertyless, familyless. Savings
spent, he came to Hooverville in the

his research, Roy's $15 home re-

40 and a "shovel stiff," or unskilled
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snored vigorously from 11 p.m. to 8
a.m." and vowed to get ' an occa·
sional night's rest in an uptown
His shack's homemade stove
leaked so that in a single night "one
could quickly smoke a winter's
supply of fish." ConseQuently, Roy
vowed to eat "at least one meal a
day in a restaurant."
Our mid·1930s' panorama (left)
of Donald Roy's community was

"sheriff."
Roy noted that Hooverville was a
rare social "air pocket" in which the
normal impersonality of city living
had not "choked out the flowers of
open, unaffected friendliness toward
fellow men ... This spirit of camaraderie is carried over racial barriers
. . . The attitudes of the Negroes,
particularly, showed an utter absence of feelings of resentment or
inferiority toward whites."

at the northwest corner of what were
then Connecticut Street and Railroad
Avenue, and are today Royal
Brougham and East Marginal Ways.
In this view we see a little more than
half of the 500 shanties Roy cJe.
scribed as "scattered over the terrain
In insane disorder , , , In this Ia by·
rinth the investigator wandered for
days, pacing off lengths and widths
and distances from this to that and
achieved, after a great sacrifice of
leather, a fairly accurate map."

of
''Louisville,' ' on Harbor Island ,
was another of about the same size:
around 1,000 residents in the dead
of winter. And there were hWldreds
of other srnaUer sites dotting the
tidelands, abandoned industrial
parks, railroad sidings and the banks
of the Duwarnish River. Rudimentary
squatting h~d been a regular practice in any idle area since at least the
Crash of 1893, and still is today.
With wartime prosperity and the
expansion of shipbuilding came the

hotel."
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n the winter of 1934 a University

verville, a study of a community of
homeless men in Seattle."
Roy's thesis is remarkable not

few blocks from Skid Road. Donald
Francis Roy moved in not to lighten
the cost of housing, but to write a
master's thesis he would title "H~

only for its daring research but also
for its style. A profile of the sometimes sarcastic, often sympathetic
and always playful Roy comes as
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residents. With the help of Hoover·
ville's "mayor," Jesse Jackson, he
divided the shacktown into 12 let·

Harbor. Many of the residents got
jobs. Many others simply moved up
the river and rustled new shacks.

whitewashed beside the door.

about the fate of his neighbors. Nor,
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The alta of Hooverville had shipyards from the tum of the century through
World War 1. It has returne~ to shipping purposes, as seen in this re~nt photo
of containers for cargo.
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could be more readily delivered, new- whatever happened to Donald Fran·
residents and drunk ones would cis Roy.
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